Project Intelligence ™
Control risk events before they control you

Change has come…rapidly


Is your budget slashed? Has your staff been cut?



Are your portfolios scaled down to include only the most mission-critical
strategic projects?



Do you need to deliver your remaining projects faster and with superior
quality using fewer resources?



Need to stop putting out fires and start preventing them?

You need to do more with less
Now, more than ever, businesses need to close the gap between strategic investments and tactical
outcomes to maintain a competitive advantage and sustainable profitability.
Costly surprises, flawed information, and limited visibility into project performance dilute your ability
to deliver business value, increase sales and maximize profits.

What we do
We protect your high-value project investments and achieve immediate, quantifiable improvements in
productivity through a unique blend of risk management and performance improvement services,
products, and training. Our senior professionals, processes and toolsets help prevent loss of planned
value and uncover hidden delivery capacity. We rapidly and dramatically increase your ability to:


Diagnose and manage the health of your mission-critical initiatives more effectively.



Anticipate, manage, and control critical risk events, challenge potentially flawed
information, identify root cause and prevent degradation of future performance.



Detect patterns and behaviors that compromise project and organizational objectives.



Identify and take action to solve immediate problems and actively prevent marginal or
unacceptable project performance.



Reduce cost overruns, late delivery, sponsor dissatisfaction, cost of poor quality and
diluted business functionality.



Increase your contribution to profit by operating at a higher level of efficiency.

Turn insight into action
Achieve true 360° visibility into project performance by applying a proven process and toolset that will
maximize your level of insight, control and risk preventive capability throughout the project lifecycle.
If you are interested in delivering projects faster, better and more cost effectively with minimal
commitment in capital and resource allocation, please contact us to learn more.
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Project Intelligence ™
Control risk events before they control you

Why choose Milano?
®

Our proprietary Project Intelligence™ process and Calibra toolset blends in-depth analysis, best practices
and professional experience with objective and subjective project intelligence filtered through multiple
perspectives to provide:
•

True, 360° visibility into project performance that uncovers red flags, drives accountability and
promotes transparency.

•

A closer approximation of reality, or “truth” than can be determined with conventional methods.

•

Actionable steps to prevent costly surprises that compromise delivery value.

•

A scalable, repeatable process for continuous improvement.

•

A high value for investment with minimal disruption to your project teams.

How we deliver value and performance improvement
We work closely with your management team to define optimal performance objectives, conduct 360°
®
project lifecycle reviews with customized Calibra scorecards that combine objective and subjective
measurement and analysis, implement and monitor actions to solve immediate and anticipated problems
and use lessons learned to drive project and process improvement.
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